DomeShelter Australia
Capability Statement
Our Vision

DomeShelter Australia has grown to become what we can confidently proclaim to be the world's most experienced supplier of Container Mounted Fabric Shelters.

In the span of 22 years, we have designed and manufactured more than 5,500 Genuine DomeShelter™ Fabric Structures. These have been delivered to some of the remotest parts of Australia, and exported to more than 22 countries.

Our vision is to continually innovate, grow and exceed customer expectations with high quality, durable and fit-for-purpose Shelter Solutions exported to the world.
DomeShelter™ Product Design Elements

The strictest in-house design standards, which our specialist Design and Drafting team conform to for every job.

- **Safety for All**
- **Serviceability / Durability**
- **Cover Longevity & Frame Fitment**
- **Manufacturability**
- **Ease of Installation**
- **Portability**
- **Engineering Efficiencies**
- **Cost Effectiveness**
**Engineering Certification**
Engineered using the best possible materials and cover systems available.
- Design complies with Australian Standards AS1170.2.2011
- Welding complies with AS1554 Category SP

**International Quality Assurance**
Internationally accredited to ISO 9001, AS4801 and OHSAS18001 which ensures our inhouse manufacturing and logistics processes are of the highest standard.

**Safety Policy**
Because the safety of our workforce, community and clients is a very high priority, our Work Health & Safety Policy sets out all the steps we take to reduce risks and hazards associated with our work.

**ISO Accreditation**
DomeShelter Australia is certified with the following management systems:
- Health and Safety
- Environmental
- Quality
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Quality & Versatility

The Australian Wind Code

Our shelters can be specifically engineered and structurally certified for each main wind region in the Australian Wind Code. We are well experienced in placing shelters in Australia's highest cyclonic wind regions.

With rigorously tested materials and designs, these durable structures are built to survive the climatic extremes of the Australian outback.

Australia has some of the world's toughest engineering standards, so any shelter built for Australian conditions is assured of suitability in other countries. As a result, DomeShelter™ branded shelters are exported to more than 22 countries in Africa, Asia, South America and the Middle East.
Continuous Innovation

The original Shelter Solution built by DomeShelter Australia over 20 years ago was innovative for its time. That company culture of continuous improvement and innovation continues to this day.

We understand the unique requirements of each industry and client we serve and are committed to delivering the best shelter solutions that are fit for purpose, durable, versatile and efficient.
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Installation

Our shelters are specifically designed to be easily and quickly installed by client’s own teams following instructions provided. We also have specialised Supervisors and Installation Contacting Teams available for those clients who prefer.

Continuous surveys of customers post installation indicates a high satisfaction with the installation process. Instructions provided are easy to follow and telephone support is quickly accessible.

Export

All shelters can be packed down in kit form and exported to the remotest regions of the world in standard sea containers.
CONTACT US

DomeShelter Australia

Head Office
82 Byfield St
Northam 6401
Western Australia
Ph. +61 8 9690 1100

Middle East & Africa Office
Level 1, Silver Tower,
Jumeirah Lake Towers, Dubai,
United Arab Emirates
david.woods@domeshelter.com.au

Latin American Office
Av. Sgto Cayetano Beliera 3025 (RN8)
Pilar, Buenos Aires 1629
Argentina
arg@domeshelter.com.au